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Applications of Planck’s Quantum 
Theory Planck’s quantum theory is the 
fundamental theory of quantum mechanics. 
So, it has applications in all those fields 
where quantum mechanics is being used. It 
has applications in electrical appliances, 
medical field, quantum computing, lasers, 
quantum cryptography etc. 



Black Body Radiation :
According the temperature, all objects emit 

electromagnetic radiations. Objects having low 
temperature emit radio or microwaves (low frequency 
waves) while objects having high temperature emit 
visible or ultraviolet light or even higher frequency 
radiations. A black body is an idealized object that can 
absorb all electromagnetic radiation which comes in 
contact of it. After this it starts emitting thermal 
radiation in a continuous spectrum according to its 
temperature. The radiation which a black body emits is 
called black body radiation. Stars almost behave like 
black body.









Group Velocity And Phase Velocity 
Relation:
When group velocity increases, 
proportionately phase velocity will 
also increase. When phase velocity 
increases, proportionately group 
velocity will also increase.



In quantum mechanics, the uncertainty principle 
(also known as Heisenberg's uncertainty principle) is 
any of a variety of mathematical inequalities[1] 
asserting a fundamental limit to the accuracy with 
which the values for certain pairs of physical 
quantities of a particle, such as position, x, and 
momentum, p, can be predicted from initial 
conditions.

Uncertainty principle





Gamma ray 
microscope

At the moment the light is diffracted by the 
electron into the microscope lens, the 
electron is thrust to the right. To be observed 
by the microscope, the gamma ray must be 
scattered into any angle within the cone of 
angle 2A. In quantum mechanics, the gamma 
ray carries momentum, as if it were a 
particle.
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